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About This Game

Adventure calls... but you don't always have time to spend hours optimizing your character sheet or managing your inventory!
One Deck Dungeon lets you jump right in to bashing down doors, rolling dice, and squashing baddies with style. Get a full

roguelike game experience, boiled down to its essence, and captured in a single deck of cards and a handful of dice!

One Deck Dungeon is a dungeon crawling adventure game for one or two players. Each time you play, choose one or two of
these 5 brave heroes:

Mage - There's rarely a problem in the dungeon she can't solve with a spell.

Warrior - Her favorite dungeon activity is squashing her opponents immediately.

Rogue - Watch in awe as she dispatches monsters with style.

Archer - Accurate, brilliant, catastrophically deadly.

Paladin - She seeks out danger and shields her allies from deadly enemies.

After every game, your heroes make progress toward unlocking up to 15 new talents, building up their power for future games.

There are 5 dangerous challenges to face:
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Dragon’s Cave - The thick-skinned wyvern who occupies this dungeon prefers her heroes on the crispy side.

Yeti’s Cavern - If you can survive the freezing winds and biting cold, an abominable snowman awaits.

Hydra’s Reef - Chop off one head, and another appears! This regenerating venomous monstrosity is a slippery foe.

Lich’s Tomb - Hordes of undead foes, evil curses, and magical wards. What could possibly go wrong?

Minotaur’s Maze - Abandon all hope, ye who enter here!

The Forest of Shadows expansion doubles the content in the game and is available as downloadable content via Steam. It
features adventures in all-new lush yet deadly locales. A vast network of mossy underground tunnels and connected forest areas

await your heroes!

5 new heroes - Alchemist, Druid, Hunter, Slayer, & Warden

5 new dungeons - Lair of Indrax, The Mudlands, Realm of Venom, Smoldering Ruins, & The Vile Roots

A complete new 44-card encounter deck

Additional progression focuses, basic skills, potions, & more!

Individual expansion cards are available as downloadable content via Steam:

Caliana - This faerie has decided that dungeoneering looks fun! Don't let her get bored...

Fanatic - A righteous Sentinel is here to smite evil wherever it may lurk!

Witch - Her chaotic magic hammer is ready to smash glooping oozes into glooping puddles!

Cinder Plains - The Hellhound awaits those reckless enough to venture here...

Phoenix's Den - Only the bravest heroes can handle the heat!

Once you know your way around the dungeon, a game takes about 15 minutes. It might take a little longer if you're learning, or
a lot shorter if you jump into a pit of spikes.

Warning: do not jump into a pit of spikes.
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HELLO! Would it be impolite if I were to nom on your armor and weapons? That shiny metal looks oh so delicious. Oh
--pardon me, how rude of me not to introduce myself! I am Glooping Ooze, one of the many extremely polite denizens of the

dungeons in this area. I even have my own card:

Like all cards in One Deck Dungeon, mine is full of colored boxes, and HEY! What's the idea with all those arrows. Ugh,
adventurers. So rude. So very very rude. I suppose you're rolling all your dice, attempting to fill in as many boxes as possible.

For every one you don't fill, I'm going to make you pay for this arrow nonsense, in hearts and time! Precious time!
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If you manage to get past me somehow, you'll be able to take Armor Crush as a skill, or add that magic icon on the left to your
stats, or take the three experience lanterns in the upper-right.

Despite your arrowful attitude, I welcome you to the world of One Deck Dungeon. Adventure awaits!

One Deck Dungeon is an officially licensed product of “One Deck Dungeon” from Asmadi Games.
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I got this game expecting it to be exactly as I expected it to be. It reminds me of a game called "Build-A-Lot", and it plays
almost the same exact way. I dunno if its a rip-off of that game or not, I do not care really, as this game is fun to play when
bored, and its the best investment of a game I have gotten. It was worth it, Buy this game if you like casual building.

Someone wrote on here in another posts rating it bad and comparing it to SimCity... this is nothing like SimCity as the
population does not go any higher than 1500, and SimCity you could have a population of 500,000 plus bigger maps. This is a
different game type than SimCity, and is more of a planning zones and placing the proper buildings in the proper places to make
them happy.

I like playing the sandbox game and setting my own goals, its fun to reach those goals and feel accomplished everytime I
finished them. The game has replayablility, and I keep coming back to play when I have time and not playing another game, or
if I need a break from other games. It gives me something to do to kill the time with.. Needs more love. Its such a solid good
game.. I've won this game at Steamgifts website.
On screens it looked great, but this game is literally unplayable with the keyboard, at least for me. I tried hard, tried to
reconfigure, but it just fails. Also it looks the game is not very long.
With the controller this could be completely different story for you, especially since the price tag is low.. Wait--you're telling
me that this game has no Mac support? It's a stonge-age game, folks... get with it. (It's great on the PC, btw, but needs this extra
Mac option.). Graphics may be the worst I've seen this century. I've seen way better graphics on my mobile phone.
+ Locomotion on sea works great on HTC Vive.

Can't recommend this with the current graphics. Sorry.. Really nice game. Good fun!!! Thanx. 10/10 would bang. Decent
version of the board game.

AI occasionally makes stupid choices, which can be frustrating from time to time,

If you have played the board game and liked it, you definitely like this adaptation. And if you like board games, but you're not
familiar with Zooloretto, I recommend to give it a try.
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I enjoy this game for the soul purpose of doing something with someone. It's a pretty good game for it being early access. You
have to mess around with the graphics a bit just to get the right FPS. I bought it for myself as well as 2 of my cloest friends,
we're enjoying it so far, Achievement hunting type of game too.

GET IT IN THE HOLE. Game no longer works!. 1. First To Those Who Say It's Broken Or Has Bugs, Shut Up And Learn
More About Games Like This. It Isn't Brojen Simply Because You Can't Do The Missions Or Figure Out The Control And
Layout To There Full Extent. The Game Runs Smoothly (Powerful Computer Prefered) And The Graphics Are Superb.

2. I Bought The Full Collection Package Of This Game Back In September 2011. Never Had An Issue With It, Loved The
Game (Not As Much As Total War Franchise But Still Really Well Made Game). It's A Great Medieval Themed Game That
Gives You A Diverse Range Of Various Troops And Factions. Being An Avid Lover Of Games Of This Nature e.g. Total War,
etc... I Would Say Its Up High On My List Of Games :). Bejeweled Puzzle Mode with an anime overlay, with less puzzle and
just a limited number of moves. My ears and eyes hurt.. for $0.50 its worth it. debated on picking this up for about a month..
just ran outta games that had a good crafting aspect to them. so i thought i would give this one a shot. Glad i did. let me warn
you if you don't like to grind for something meaning putting work in to get a long term goal then this game is not for you.. First
4 hours of my game play was making stone sharping tools over and over as i would brake them when trying to cut off wood on a
tree, after 4 hours i got to where i could accutally compleat one small branch without brakeing the sharpin tool that i just made
out of banging rocks together. also all wile trying to keep water and food in my player. controls are a bit tricky, if you have
played LiF then it's the same tab click tab move.. but if you have not then it will take you around about 30min to learn how to
control the UI. this isn't a walk in the park game.. makes LIF on hard look like cake when it comes to crafting and grinding.. if
you want a challange come see us.. there is only one server up and running. i am there pretty much everyday sometime in the
day... After a good few minutes I can give you this...

Pros-
It's free.
You always win.
It's not an EA football game.

Cons-
I can't get sound to work.
It's free.
You always win.
It's not an EA footbal game.

Summary- Yea it's good, for a free game.. Very boring. Just a gargantuan collection of pointless energy orb tests, and the ending
sucks.. This game deffinatly has potential to become something more. They should make some more simulator games like this,
You start from a "cave man" and start evolving and figuring out other things that lead him to build a great village and has more
stuff, then eventually gets into space where it is endless and has different sectors like Star Trek Online and StarMade, and you
meet new people and evolve even more, you can conqour other planets, or help out and trade for things you need

Patch notes for April 9, 2019:

April 9, 2019. 1.513S Notes:
- Added a link to our company newsletter on the title screen (please join! hehe)
- Updated my name to be Sean Han Tani
Thanks for your support as always. Be sure to check out my recent free game All Our Asias:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/698050/All_Our_Asias/. Correct Steam keys for backers beta:
Hello,

Yesterday, some of you have received Steam keys for previous PlayWay's productions (eg. The Works Of Mercy, Retro
Synthesis demo). We made an investigation and we know what happened. It was a "wrong click" in our mass-mailing tool. Now
everything is fixed and we will repeat campaign to all of you at 12 PM CET. We don't want to flood your inboxes but in this
case, it's the only way.

If the key you received yesterday worked properly, there is nothing to do on your side.
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If you didn’t receive your key:

The message will be titled “Update: UBOAT backers beta program. [STEAM KEY]”. If you are using Gmail, your email should
be automatically moved to the “Promotions” tab. Also, please always check your SPAM box, sometimes that kind of emails
landed there.

What about additional keys from rewards?

In the backers beta program, we have no possibility to deliver additional keys. When the game will be released, you will receive
all ordered rewards.

Please remember, that those are not final keys, those are only DEMO-BETA keys, just for this occasion.

PayPal backers

We know that some of you have supported us via PayPal. Unfortunately, this process takes longer (there is no way to automate
it) you will receive you backers beta keys within 48 hours.. New update - October 1, 2018:
1) Fixed a bug with improper personnel reallocation inside a battalion in some cases.
2) Fixed a bug with incorrect radius display for battlegroups in the operational phase.
3) Improved the model of OT-55 tank, added movable balancing levers and bow machine gun.
4) Fixed a bug with frequent movement of troops under AI control to certain points for no reason.. WWB6... Awaiting Alien
Data...:
We figured doing a WWB right now wouldn't be fair on people who build levels now and others who build levels with more
alien content to work with at the end of this week:

WWB6 ON HOLD. Patch – v1.0.5:

Features. Patch 1.01:

Fixed a bug that was causing the area title text to display incorrectly on non-16:9 resolutions

A few stronger enemies have been modified to ignore the player until they are in sight and close enough, rather than
obeying the distance-based rules that most enemies use

Reduced Alert level growth rate by 8%
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